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Celebrating pen and brush
Mizna journal promotes contemporary
expressions of Arab-American culture
Najwa Margaret Saad

Washington

T

he 30th issue of Mizna,
the only Arab-American
literary journal, is out,
offering prose and poetry by 19 Arab-American
writers bound in a cover featuring
Samia Halaby’s exuberant Green
Earth painting. The journal includes works of poetry, fiction and
seven of Halaby’s vibrant colourstudies.
Mizna is Arabic for “desert
cloud”, which shades and protects
the desert traveller, easing the
journey.
Arab-American writers are increasingly recognised and lauded.
Khaled Mattawa, a poet whose
work Mizna has published, was
awarded a MacArthur Genius Grant
in 2014. Lebanese-American Anwar Accawi, featured in the 30th
issue, has been published in Canada, France, Iceland, Japan and the
United States in such prominent
magazines as Harper’s and the
Utne Reader.

Mizna fills a void for
people who value
literature to be able
to read writing by
Arab authors
The latest issue of Mizna offers
Angele Ellis’s dark dystopian tale
of imprisonment in a twisted United States, where the pledge of allegiance has morphed into a rightwing loyalty distortion. Accawi
offers a nostalgic coming-of-age
reminiscence of his childhood in
the tiny Lebanese village of Magdaluna. Hasan Dudar writes movingly about his relationship with
Palestine: one’s ancestral village,

he says, and Palestine itself “have
become metaphors and you were
born into that metaphor. As I stand
here, overlooking [Jerusalem], I’ve
learned one thing: we never had to
return because we never left.”
Jennifer Zeynab Maccani’s fourpage short story teases the reader
with wonderful descriptions of
Arabic food and tradition, which
become the enduring connection
through which a young girl’s dying
mother says goodbye. Expressing
her fear of being alone, especially
at story time, she asks poignantly:
“When you go, how will I know
who I am?” Her mother replies:
“Hayati [the Arabic endearment
meaning “my life”], I’ll be in the
stories. I’ll be in the spices. I’ll be
in the wind.” The story ends on a
sweet note with baklava.
Donya Tag-El-Din’s prose poem
Living Art also focuses on a parentchild dialogue. Baba is eating pistachios, silently regretting an underachieved past and living in an
unkempt present. His daughter observes paintings on the wall above
his head, wondering symbolically
“Where did he go?” His response
is pithy: “There’s no money in art.
You can’t build a life on imagination and you can’t eat oils on paper.”
It’s quite a coup that Palestinian
painter Samia Halaby is featured
in the issue. Revered as a pioneer
of contemporary abstraction in the
Arab world, her acrylic-on-canvas
work is owned by prestigious institutions and galleries worldwide.
In her eighth decade, she remains
prolific as both a painter and a writer.
The cover’s Green Earth painting celebrates dancing colour. One
might ponder mapping, computer
chips or kaleidoscopes with its
overlapping squares — seemingly
random, yet somehow organised —
in patterns of Chiclet-sized pastels

floating among deeper coloured,
larger squares.
While perhaps facile, the composition prompted childhood memories of Lebanon and the iconic yellow Chiclets gum sold by the pair
in small rectangular boxes. (Lebanese-American Helen Zughaib
painted a pop-art style Chiclets
box last year.) Four of Halaby’s
paintings are reproduced in the
journal, including Women with its
fertile figures swirling in flame-like
shades of orange, pink and yellow.
Halaby writes that the most beautiful attribute of abstraction is “its
ability to imitate nature’s general
principles rather than nature’s appearance… What I paint is an abstraction that describes the world.”

Arab-American
writers are
increasingly
recognised and
lauded
Asked why Mizna matters, Artistic Director Lana Barkawi said: “For
the Arab and Muslim community,
it’s really empowering and soulgratifying to see some facet of the
truth of your experience reflected
on the pages — something we don’t
see in mainstream American culture. Also, for those outside the
community, Mizna fills a void for
people who value literature to be
able to read writing by Arab authors
that is both strong and beautiful
and coming from a different point
of view. Reading this writing works
to undo a lot of the stereotypes
about Arabs and Arab-Americans.”
In spring 2015, Mizna launched a
pilot programme called the Mizna
Pages in a high school classroom in
St Paul, Minnesota. Students read
from past journals, with accompanying study guides that define
terms and provide political and

Mizna front cover 2015
historical context. Mizna hopes
to receive renewed funding from
state and regional arts councils to
formalise and expand this teaching
module.
Mizna is not just the journal. It
is Minnesota-based non-profit arts
organisation that promotes contemporary expressions of ArabAmerican culture, including its
own Twin Cities Arab Film Festival,
which will include readings, performances, art projects and communi-

ty events involving a diverse range
of local, national and international
Arab-American artists. The event is
scheduled for November 5th-8th.
Mizna, Volume 16, Issue 1 is 63
pages including notes and donor
acknowledgement. Mizna is available by subscription or by individual issue at www.mizna.org.
Najwa Margaret Saad is a
Washington correspondent for
The Arab Weekly.

Iranian TV provokes row with Morocco over Sahara
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

documentary
on
Sahrawi separatists
in Western Sahara
aired by Iran’s satellite channel Press
TV has raised tensions between
the Islamic Republic and Morocco.

We Are Rebels: Western Sahara,
which aired in August, questioned
Morocco’s territorial sovereignty
over the area.
Morocco annexed the former
Spanish territory in 1975 and
Polisario guerrillas took up arms
to fight for an independent state
until the United Nations brokered
a ceasefire in 1991. Several rounds
of talks between Morocco and
Polisario to decide the fate of the

Press TV’s We are Rebels: Western Sahara media teaser.

vast desert territory since then
have foundered in deadlock.
“Western Sahara, bordering Morocco, Algeria, Mauritania and the
Atlantic Ocean, is the last remaining colony in Africa still waiting
for its independence,” the Press
TV documentary said.
“Press TV has a clear position in
favour of the Polisario Front and it
is clearly shown in any of its programmes about the separatists,”

said Ali Bahaijoub, a Moroccan
expert on the Western Sahara issue and author of Western Saharan Conflict: Historical, Regional

We Are Rebels:
Western Sahara
questioned
Morocco’s territorial
sovereignty over the
area

and International Dimensions.
“They introduce Western Sahara
as a sovereign state, which is contradictory with the UN’s efforts to
find a political settlement.”
The documentary’s trailer, posted on YouTube, mentions a 40year siege and a time bomb about
to explode in the middle of the desert, in reference to the separatists
and land occupation. “Since when
was Western Sahara ever a sovereign state?” asked Bahaijoub.
The Iranian embassy in Rabat
downplayed the documentary, issuing a statement reiterating its
position of establishing friendly
ties with Morocco based on the
mutual respect of unity, territorial
sovereignty and non-interference
in each other’s domestic affairs.
The embassy stressed that “the
inaccurate questions provided
in the said report reflect neither
Iran’s viewpoints not its clear positions”.
Morocco Deputy Foreign Minister Mbarka Bouaida summoned
Iran’s charge d’affaires in July to
strongly protest the publication
by Iran’s Fars news agency, which
has close ties to the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, of an article accusing Morocco of being an
agent of Israeli policy in the Muslim world.
Morocco and Iran named new
ambassadors to Tehran and Rabat
in 2014 after five years of severed
diplomatic ties after Morocco accused the Islamic Republic of interfering in its affairs.

